Tonda PF Minute Rattrapante
PF052
INDICATIONS

1. Hour, minutes
2. Split-minute
WINDING

Your watch is wound automatically when worn on your wrist. It is important to emphasise that in order to obtain the full power reserve, the watch must be on the wrist for at least twelve hours. This figure may vary according to the type of user. Furthermore, if the watch power reserve is completely exhausted, you will need to turn the crown through about fifteen rotations; this will activate the mechanism properly before you put on the watch. Note that the number of crown rotations equating to fully winding a watch varies according to the calibre. The watch can be wound using the crown at any time. If it has stopped, you will need to wind it. To do so:

1. Turn the crown through a few rotations clockwise to wind your watch.

The watch can be wound using the crown at any time.
SETTING THE TIME

1. Pull the crown out one notch.
2. Turn the crown anti-clockwise to the desired time (turning the hands clockwise).
3. Push the crown back into its initial position
SPLIT MINUTE

Description of the push-pieces

A. Split-minute setting push-piece, in 5-minute jumps
B. Split-minute setting push-piece, in 1-minute jumps
C. Return push-piece, to underneath the minute hand

1. Press push-piece A as many times as necessary to move forward the target position, with each press shifting the split-minute hand 5 minutes from the minute hand.

2. To fine-tune the setting, push-piece B as many times as necessary to move forward the target position, with each press shifting the split-minute hand 1 minutes from the minute hand.

3. If no push-pieces are pressed, the split-minute hand will remain in place

4. Pressing push-piece C will return the split-minute hand to underneath the minute hand
When using the split-minute function, as soon as you press either push-piece A or B, the split-minute hand will detach from the minute hand, and remain fixed. If you make a time setting when the split-minute hand is active, it will remain in its set position, with only the conventional hour and minute hands moving.

Caution!

Never press the push-pieces simultaneously.